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The object of this thesis is Man Tian Chun（《满天春》）, the South Fukien
Opera Anthology published in Ming Dynasty. By introducing the discovery of Man
Tian Chun briefly and comparing the eighteen opera highlights with the ancient
editions and the oral scripts of Li Yuan Opera in detail, this thesis is aim to reveal
the feature of Man Tian Chun thoroughly and the performance characteristics of Li
Yuan Opera in Ming Dynasty reflected in Man Tian Chun .
The thesis includes five parts: Introduction, Chapter One, Chapter Two, Chapter
Three and Chapter Four.
The introduction part starts from a description of the documentary values of
Man Tian Chun, followed by a summary of the previous research on Man Tian Chun,
along with a proposal of the research direction and purpose of this thesis.
The first chapter briefly introduces the discovery process and the features of the
Three Anthologies of South Fukien Opera and Music Published in Ming Dynasty,
Man Tian Chun and the Eighteen Teams.
The second chapter discusses the relationship between Man Tian Chun and the
ancient editions of Nan Xi in Song and Yuan Dynasty, focusing on the comparison
and analyses of the differences among the ancient edition, Ming revised editions and
other opera anthologies in late Ming of the four plays Jiang Shi Long, Lu Meng
Zheng, Guo Hua and Zhu Wen, which is close to the ancient edition of Nan Xi. After
that comes a discovery that Man Tian Chun remains much feature of the ancient
edition of Nan Xi, despise of some impact from Ming revised edition and the Yiyang
Opera anthologies.
The third chapter discusses the relationship between Man Tian Chun and the
oral scripts of Li Yuan Opera. A corresponding discovery is that the two versions of
Li Yuan Opera can be traced to the same origin, which is close to the ancient edition
of Nan Xi. In addition to that, the oral scripts are more explicit and complete than
Man Tian Chun, which keep the original copy of the ancient edition of Nan Xi to
some extent. On the contrary, Man Tian Chun is the compressed and elegant version















The fourth chapter describes the performance features of Li Yuan Opera in
Ming Dynasty reflected in Man Tian Chun. It can be found out that the Li Yuan
Opera was very popular and coexisted with the Mandarin Opera. Moreover, it had
been spreading gradually to other places like Zhangzhou, Chaozhou in late Ming
Dynasty.
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